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Abstract 

 

The aim of thesis is to equip the actors (objects) of Simulation Model (BIOSIM) with agent 

Intelligence through multi-agent systems on Cross platforms. Harvesting is one case of 

BIOSIM simulation model in the proposed system that is going to be equipping with 

autonomous, pro-active and rational behavior through agent intelligence on Multi-agent 

systems. 

 The BIOSIM logistic simulation model has specification of one plant one field and number of 

trucks to harvest the raw material from field to plant. In this simulation model there are some 

drawbacks like plant has no facilities to conduct different bidding techniques and select an 

appropriate contractor (that is commercial demand of organization), there was no criteria to 

stop the trucks after finishing the harvesting material etc. 

So in order to boil down all these deficiency and equipping BIOSIM logistic simulation 

model with intelligence, multi-agent system on cross platform was used. Two platforms 

(Runrev Revolution studio and NetBeans IDE) were connected through socket programming 

and different bidding techniques like auction, sealed-bid and sub-contracting were conducted 

by the plant agent to select best possible contractor and then plant agent conduct harvesting 

through winner truck contractor agent from field agent. In multi-agent systems Collection of 

decentralized autonomous agents conceptualized the problem, develop Communication 

Bridge among themselves, make negotiation, concession and argumentation to reach overall 

solution. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 
The Static nature of Simulation models [1] (lack of autonomous, reactive and pro-active 

nature) was a challenge in modern commercial market. BIOSIM simulation model (also 

having static nature) is being used for different simulation cases. In order to equip and 

elaborate the simulation model with autonomous, reactive and pro-active nature Multi-agents 

system as a cross platform with BIOSIM simulation model is being introduced and replace the 

static objects of simulation model with autonomous agents. 

In order to test the proposed cross platform, harvesting simulation model [2] (one test case of 

BIOSIM simulation model) is chosen, different results are taken and tested to verify the 

proposed cross platform. 

BIOSIM simulation model was developed in Runrev Revolution studio platform. In 

Harvesting simulation model there were some deficiencies like plant has no facility to conduct 

bidding for harvesting, plant agent has no information about field, plant cannot specify the 

raw material for harvesting or stop harvesting etc. In order to boil down all these questions 

and improve deficiencies in the existing simulation model proposed system with captioned” 

Equipping Simulation Model (BIOSIM)’s Actors with Multi-agent Intelligence on Cross 

platforms” was introduced. All the objects in this simulation model like plant, field and trucks 

are treated as agent in the multi-agents system. In the test case of proposed system (harvesting 

simulation model) different bidding techniques are conducted. Monotonic concession protocol 

is used for develop negotiation among agents while participating in bidding process of 

harvesting case. 

 

The interesting entities in bidding and harvesting phases of thesis are the conceptualization of 

problem through agents, negotiation, coordination, competition and learning of agents to 

achieve the goal. The focus of attention is how to model the problem, strategies plane, direct 

the agents to finish the task. The most fundamental and powerful tool for managing 

interdependency is negotiation among the agents and it will be seen in chapter 2  in second 

phase of sub-contracting where one-to-many Monotonic concession protocol is used by agents 

for negotiation purpose to  reach the goal.  

The target is to structure the intelligent cross platform for BIOSIM simulation model and to 

elaborate the harvesting simulation model through cross platform. In order to finish the task 

two platforms are used Runrev revolution studio and NetBeans IDE. The graphical user 

interface harvesting simulation software was developed in Runrev revolution studio 

comprises of one plant, field and road that connect plant to field. Its also contains the number 

of truck required to finish the task. The complete bidding and harvesting process is done on 

the NetBeans IDE platform. The bidding techniques are selected from the BIOSIM graphical 

user interface and its passes through socket programming to the second platform (NetBeans 

IDE). 
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If we go in detail of agent’s infrastructure it seems that one complete organization having well 

equipped employees are working efficiently within the coordination and negotiation 

environment to accomplish the task. Plant agent and truck contractor agents are randomly 

created inside agent container class of jade. These agents are registered with yellow page 

service so that it will be dynamically available at runtime to other agents. The plant agent 

sense the bidding technique sent from the other platform (Revolution studio), list down all 

necessary accessories like total amount in ton to harvest, price in dollar , time to finish the 

harvesting ,distance between plant and field agent and announce a bid using “propagate 

performative” of Agent message language (ACL). But the total strategy of participated 

contractor agents from bid announcement to till contract award vary with respect to type of 

technique used for bidding. In the proposed system we have following possible type of 

bidding techniques that are implemented. 

 First price sealed bidding 

 Sub-contract bidding 

 Auction   

The first price sealed bidding is subdivided into two categories on the basis of amount of 

material to harvest and time required to finish the task. 

 First price sealed bidding when plant agent required only one truck contractor to finish 

the task. 

 First price sealed bidding when plant agent required more than one truck contractors to 

finish the task. 

If the time is short and more harvesting material is required to harvest in such condition plant 

agent select more than one truck contractor agents otherwise it select single truck contractor 

agent. In auction auctioneer start auction with stated rules of auction in the presence of all 

interested truck contractor agents and finish the auction when any terminating condition is 

met. It is very interesting to see the competition game among the contractor agent to win the 

bid and every agent show its pro-active as well autonomous characteristics. When contract is 

awarded to winner truck contractor agent then plant agent deploy this contractor to start 

harvesting from field agent. 

 

1.1 Problem Description 

  The problem is to structure the cross platform with Multi-agents system for 

BIOSIM simulation model and enhance or equip the actors (objects) of harvesting simulation 

model (case of BIOSIM) with an intellectual, rational and learning behavior preceded by 

entire bidding techniques through the utilization of cross platform (NetBeans IDE and 

Revolution studio). Harvesting is one case of BIOSIM simulation model.  

The two platforms are connected  through socket programming then selecting the Bidding 

technique from the GUI of BIOSIM simulation model, creation of agents within NetBeans 

IDE, register each agents with yellow page service (so that it is available as well as accessible 

by other agents dynamically), announcement of bidding (done by plant Agent), participation 
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in bidding (done by truck contractor), recognizing opportunity, making negotiation 

,concession and learning in order to win the bid or reach an agreement and then start 

harvesting. 

 

1.2  Harvesting Through Multi-Agent Systems 

Generally the purpose of simulation model is to give an over view of any project before doing 

physically on ground. So if we look the BIOSIM simulation software (developed in Runrev 

Revolution) with cogitation and intelligence point of view it looks that it is at its infant stage 

having lack of intelligence in its object (plant, field) to act as  an autonomous, rational and 

learning behavior. Following deficiencies are listed below that must a BIOSIM Simulation 

model has to accomplish harvesting task efficiently. 

 There is no contract Bidding conducted by plant  

 There is no categories/type of bidding conducted by plant 

 Plant has no capability to communicate with truck contractor  

 Lack of strategy to increase or decrease the number of trucks corresponding to amount 

of material to harvest 

 No criteria to stop the trucks after finishing the job (harvesting raw material) etc. 

 Plant has no criteria to inform the trucks about the completion time of this specific 

task 

In order to put down all aforementioned deficiencies in the BIOSIM simulation model and 

make an intelligent system that reflect/cope bidding and harvesting (sealed bidding, auction 

etc.) done by  human being in different organization with negotiation, coordination, 

concession, competition and argumentation. So in order to fulfill all these requirements Multi-

agents system is being selected having all characteristics to accomplish the task efficiently.  

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 

 

The goals and objectives of thesis is to introduce intelligent cross platform for BIOSIM 

simulation model and  replace or equip harvesting simulation model (one case of BIOSIM) 

with an intelligent and dynamic system that should be designed through cross platform in 

order to accomplish all necessary tasks for bidding, harvesting, also show how an agent act as 

autonomous, show their characteristic, make rational decision, how they sense the 

environments, do negotiations with each other, make proposals for others, do concession in 

order to reach an agreement. How conflict occurs among agents and how they learn from 

conflict situations expand their negotiation volume through Negotiation protocols in order to 

boil down the conflict situation.  

In the bidding phase goal has no concern who is winning the bid or who is losing the bid, the 

goal is only concern how an agent start its journey to win the bid or lose the bid, what are the 

factor involve behind it and how they strategized all things, make negotiation, concession or 

proposals for others to reach an agreement. After the bidding process is done then how plant 
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agent award work to winner truck contractor, develop communication with field agent get its 

availability and instruct winner truck to start harvesting this process continue until harvesting 

finished. 

 

 

1.4 Flow of Thesis 

 

At the abstract level flow of thesis comes up with the utilization of cross platform (NetBeans 

IDE and Revolution studio) develops Communication Bridge between them make 

synchronization, selecting the Bidding technique from the GUI of Revolution studio, creation 

of agents within NetBeans IDE, register each agents with yellow page service so that it is 

available as well as accessible by other agents dynamically, announcement of bidding (done 

by plant Agent), participation in bidding (done by truck contractor), recognizing opportunity, 

making negotiation ,concession, proposal in order to reach an agreement. 

 But if we go inside the each phase  its very interesting to see how agent behave like 

autonomous, reactive, pro-active, social, taking initiative, structuring the problem, line up 

necessary agents at their respective position in specific time and attempting to achieve an 

agreement. How truck contractor agents select the price that is fruitful for him, how they 

judge the bidding requirements during bidding process, how plant agent receive all bid 

documents, make balance decision on the basis of truck contractor agent’s prices as well 

availability of trucks in pool. In Auction how participated truck contractors announce prices, 

watch other truck contractor prices do competition again participate in auction respective to 

their resources, how auctioneer handle the competition, stop auction and declare winner. In 

subcontracting phase how monotonic concession protocol (one-to-many) is used to make 

agreement among agents through negotiation, argumentation, concession and learning.  

 

1.5 BIOSIM Simulation Model 

 

This BIOSIM simulation model was developed by the salixphare [2] (company in Hedamora, 

Sweden) in Runrev Revolution. Integrated development environment to enhance the 

harvesting problem know as “BIOSIM”. The harvesting problem is known as logistic because 

it has the same characteristic as the logistic problems involve planning, organizing, directing 

and implementing. Human involveation is clear from the nature of such logistic problems and 

therefore utilization of human intelligence is needed. 

The specification of captioned software is limited with one plant and one field and number of 

trucks. So we cannot create more than one plant and field. This simulation software was build 

to optimize the “Harvesting Problem”. It has good graphical interface but lack of couple of 

essential that must have commercial simulation model like conduct bidding before harvesting 

etc.  

In the proposed system the concept of bidding (prior to harvesting) using Multi-agents system 
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through cross platform was introduced and all possible applicable techniques of bidding was 

implemented and tested. 

1.6 Multi-Agents in JADE 

Agents are self automated and self directed system [3] that are developed in java Agent 

development environment. JADE software is developed in java in order put the human 

cognition in the implementation of this software in different logistics problems involving 

human intelligence and thinking. It includes libraries called “jar files” used in this multi agent 

system for programming. These libraries reduce the computation load by reducing the dump 

code and enhance the reutilization of code. 

 In the proposed system multi agents comprises of Truck contractors and plant Agent and field 

agent. All programming on the jade side get initiative after selecting the bidding technique 

from the graphical user interface of BIOSIM software (developed in Runrev Revolution 

studio). This input parameter passed from Revolution studio platform to NetBeans IDE 

platform using the socket programming after the bidding process is done plant agent get 

acknowledgement from field agent whether it is ready to harvest and after receiving the 

feedback from field agent plant agent direct the winner truck contractor to start harvesting and 

this process continue until all raw material is finished. 

The communication is taken place from jade (Multi agent system) to revolution studio 

(BIOSIM software) through sock programming (TCP/IP protocols). Inside the jade files and 

java file(intermediate file)  global variables are used for communication instead of pipeline or 

socket programming in order to reduces the programming as well as computational load. 

 

1.7 Validation 

 

In order to validate all type of bidding (sealed bidding, auction and sub-contracting) and 

harvesting phases in the proposed thesis (Running simulation on multi-agents system) we 

make different test with varying the type of bidding and corresponding harvesting.  
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Chapter 2  

 

Description of Proposed System 

 

This chapter comprises of explanation of all entities of Runrev Revolution studio platform, 

NetBeans IDE platform and the Java server file used as Connection Bridge between these 

two platforms.  

 

2.1 JADE Architecture  

The JADE architecture is defined by platforms, containers, agents and behaviors [4]. These 

can be considered the main building blocks of the JADE framework and are essential in order 

to enable agent execution with the JADE framework. The following sections will provide an 

overview and explanation of how these components are tie up together to form the JADE 

framework. 

 How JADE agents send a message?  

Sending a message to another agent is as simple as filling the fields of an ACLMessage 

object and then call the send () method of the Agent class. The code below informs an agent 

whose name is plant about the statement “bidding price”.  

ACLMessage msg = new ACLMessage (ACLMessage.INFORM) 

msg.addReceiver (new AID (“plant”, AID.ISLOCALNAME)) 

msg.setLanguage (“English”) 

msg.setContent (“buying”) 

Send (msg) 

 

Multi Agent System using JADE 

Multi agent applications are developed in Java agent development environment (|jade) in 

compliance with FIPA. JADE is a complete software framework environment for the 

development of all those applications involving intelligence with the combination of the multi 

agent system. According to the specification and requirement of the application agents are 

coordinate to perform task in JADE environment. 

This platform keeps the performance of multi agent system high that are implemented in java 

language. In multi agent system the overall task is divided into participated agents and hence 

they perform their assign tasks individually or in coordination with other agents depending on 

the nature of task. During the process negotiation, discussion taken place among different 

agent to complete the overall task.  
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2.2 Creation of Agents in Main Container 

The entire participated agents, plant agent, truck contractor agent and field agent are created 

in the main class of jade using container controller class of java in NetBeans IDE platform. 

 

 Plant Agent is created in plant.java file using the main class of java through container 

controller class. This plant agent register itself with yellow service in order to 

communicate with other agents through ACL Message to accomplish subtask as well 

as task assign to it. 

 Truck contractor Agents is created in truckcon.java file using the main class of java 

through container controller class. These truck contractor agents register itself with 

yellow service in order to communicate with other agents through ACL Message to 

accomplish subtask as well as task assign to it. 

 Field Agents is created in field.java file using the main class of java through 

container controller class. These truck contractor agents register itself with yellow 

service in order to communicate with other agents through ACL Message to 

accomplish subtask as well as task assign to it. 

 

2.3 Agent Registration with Yellow page Service (Dynamic availability on platform) & 

communication with other agents 

 

All the agents inside the NetBeans IDE platform registered itself with yellow page service so 

that they are dynamic available at run time to other agents. Following are the pseudo code 

steps for an agent to register itself with yellow page service. 

DFAgentDescription dfd = new DFAgentDescription () 

        dfd.setName (getAID ()) 

        ServiceDescription sd = new ServiceDescription () 

        sd.setType ("selling") 

        sd.setName ("JADE--trading") 

        dfd.addServices (sd) 

try 

        { 

            DFService.register (this, dfd) 

        } 

From the pseudo code it is clear that using the object of DFAgentDescription class set the 

name of the agent to whom we are going to register with yellow then in the next step we set 

the type of service and its name using object of serviceDescription class. After that all these 

services are added to DFAgentDescription class using “addService” method and finally it is 

registered through DFService.register (this, dfd) code. 
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Now this agent is registered with yellow page service and dynamically available to all agents 

on the platform. 

 

 Agent Communication Language (ACL Message) 

In order to send message from one agent to other agent “Agent communication language” 

(ACL Message) is used. Different type of messages passed from one agent to other agent. The 

nature of message is identified through the parformative of the message, like Propose, 

Request, Order, Accept etc as already explained in ACL Message topic. 

The pseudo code for ACL is given below. 

ACLMessage msg = new ACLMessage (ACLMessage. INFORM) 

msg.addReceiver (new AID (“truck contractor”, AID.ISLOCALNAME)) 

msg.setLanguage (“English”)  

msg.setContent (“buying”)  

Send (msg) 

From the pseudo code it is clear that through an object of ACL Message parformative is 

added, then through this object all receivers are added that will receive this message, in the 

next step language and content is set and finally it is sent out. It is received where 

parformative is matched or content are equal. 

 

2.4 Bidding Techniques For Harvesting Raw Material 

 

In the proposed system following three main categories of Bidding techniques are 

implemented through cross platform. The variable used to defined different entities (like price 

of harvesting material in dollar, amount of material in Ton, distance between plant and field 

agent in kilometer etc.) are used as dummy variable to demonstrate bidding as well as 

harvesting process on cross platform. 

 

2.4.1 First Price Sealed-bid or single shot  

 

In First Price Sealed-bidding [5] plant agent announce bidding and each participated truck 

contractor submits price as well as the availability of truck in sealed form. There are two main 

categories of captioned bidding on the basis of total amount of material to harvest and time 

required to finish this job. The selection of sub technique for bidding is done by plant agent at 

run time. 

 First Price sealed-bid or single shot (when plant award work to single contractor 

Agent) 

In this scenario the plant agent award work to single contractor when the time required to 

finish the task is as much as that single contractor can do that job easily in the specified time. 

So in this situation plant award work to single contractor. 

 First Price sealed-bid or single shot (when plant award work to more than one 

contractors Agent) 
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In this scenario the plant agent award work to more than one truck contractor when the time 

required to finish the task is lesser than the total amount of material to harvest. So in this 

situation plant agent assign work to more than one contractor. Plant agent may be select two 

or three truck contractor agents depending on the total amount of raw material (in ton) to 

harvest and time required to finish this task. 

 

2.4.2 Sub-contracting Through Monotonic concession Protocol (One to Many) 

 

Sub-contracting has two phases the first phase is similar to first price sealed-bid where plant 

select single winner truck contractor. Plant always makes balance decision after comparison 

of prices as well as availability of trucks in the pool of the truck contractor.  

The winner contractor again conducts bidding and sublet the work to single contractor 

(criteria is made price and availability of trucks in pool). In order to develop better negotiation 

among agents one-to-many Monotonic concession protocol [6] is used to select single or more 

truck contractor agents for harvesting. 

 

2.4.3 Parameter of Simple Auction Protocols 

 

The third bidding technique used in the proposed system is called auction [7]. Firstly different 

type of auction techniques are briefly explain and then select one of them that meet the 

domain of proposed system. 

English Auction 

It is called first price, open cry ascending order auction [8]. 

Multi Dimensional Duch Auction 

It is also first price, open cry but descending order auction [8]. 

Vickery Auction 

It is second price, sealed-bid and one shot [8]. 

 

2.5 Problem with different Auction’s Techniques and Comparison 

 

If we look the termination condition of English auction then it is clear that auction will 

continue until two agents are competing regardless of price cross the predetermined defined 

price but is not feasible for us in plant harvesting descending auction. Secondly it is ascending 

order auction but our domain is totally descending order auction. 

Vickrey Auction is similar to English Ascending auction only difference is winner agent will 

be award by second highest price, but if we apply it on our domain then the winner Truck 

contractor agent award bidding to  second lowest price that is fruitful for truck contractor 

agent but not for the Plant agent. So the Vickrey Auction is only feasible for our domain. 

Only Multi-Dimensional Duch auction fulfill the criteria of our domain and it is applicable. 

 Multi Dimensional Duch auction 
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Multi-dimensional Duch auction is one in which each bid mentioned one than one attributes 

like price of good and quality of good. There are two main categories/families of multi 

dimensional auction [9]. 

 Multi Attributes auction 

 Multi Good auction 

In multi attributes auction each good has more than one features like in our proposed system 

bidding price for harvesting has following attributes total amount of raw material to harvest, 

time to finished the task, distance between plan agent and field agent. So each potential truck 

contractor has different values and preferences for each feature of Bidding. The multi-

attributes problem and complexity is reduced to the single-dimensional case; each truck 

contractor agent has a scoring function (utility function that maps the preference) for Bidding 

as a function of its features. 

In multi-good auction there are multiple goods for sale, and somehow the auction process ties 

them together on the basis of their dependencies. The reason to tie them together in one place 

is that bidder might have non-additive utility function. For example, the value of a bidder for 

the pair (TV, DVD player) may be different for the sum of his values for each item alone (in 

this case the items are complementary, and this presumably the utility function would b super 

additive). The bidder would hate to bid on the DVD player and win it, only to find out that he 

got outbid on the TV and cannot display the DVD movies. Conversely the bidder might 

willing to pay $100 for one TV and $90 for another ,but still only $100 for the pair (in his 

cases they are sublimates, and the utility function is presumably sub-divided). 

If we look the overall scenario of proposed system’s domain it is clear that only Multi 

Dimensional Duch auction is applicable. It is because this auction is an open descending 

auction having same term and condition of termination that is required in our domain like 

 Auction can be terminated if price reached to predetermined minimum price. 

 Auction can be terminated if round is over. 

 

2.6 How plant Agent Announce Bidding 

 

Plant Agent Announce the Bidding with following conditions. 

 Total amount in tons for harvesting 

 Total cost in dollar for harvesting  

 Time to finished the harvesting task 

 Distance between plant and field 

Each truck contractor agent participate in bidding process after analyzing all these feature of  

bidding and then make one balance decision for bidding price and finally submit. The whole 

scenario will be explained in detail in chapter 4. 

 

2.7 Runrev Revolution 
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It is powerful integrated language compatible on cross platforms like NetBeans IDE. The 

programming language used in Runrev Revolution used is called scripted language.  

 It has features likes other programming languages like c, c++ and java. 

 The applications created in revolution studio can be run on server/client, web and 

desktop environment. 

 The most important feature of revolution studio programming language is that 

computation load can be decreased by using other programming languages like c, c++ 

and java. Here in the proposed NetBeans IDE as a cross platform in order to make the 

revolution application BIOSIM more intelligent and has the power to make decision 

in crucial situation. 

 It high performance script execution environment that make the execution of any 

application in a friction of time and hence the performance as well as the response 

time optimum as compared to other programming languages. 

 It supports the internet protocols like TCP/IP and here in our thesis TCP/IP protocols 

is used.  

 
 

Figure: 2.7.1 Screen Shot of BIOSIM Graphical User interface 
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Chapter 3  

 

Architecture of Proposed System Runrev Revolution Studio & NetBeans 

IDE (Java Agent Development Environment 

3.1 Description of figure: 3.1.1(General Architecture of Cross Platforms (Revolution 

studio & NetBeans IDE)) 

 

 In this architectural diagram the platforms with java files are labeled from top to bottom as 

follow. 

 GUI of BIOSIM simulation Model with script code is show at the top in Runrev 

Revolution studio platform. 

 Between two platforms Java file labeled with “java server file” that act as 

Communication Bridge between two platforms. 

 Below is the NetBeans IDE platform having one main file and three agents file labeled 

with plant, field and truck contractor agent were shown. These three main categories 

of agent develop communication make negotiation, concession to accomplish the 

bidding and harvesting process. 
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Architecture of BIOSIM Simulation Model                           

    GUI  of  BIOSIM Harvesting Model                         Script Code of BIOSIM Harvvesting Model 

 

Java server File (Act as communication Bridge B/W Two platfoms Through 

Socket programming) 

 

 

Architecture of Java Agent Development Enviornment  

                   Main Java File:                                         Plant Agent java  File:                 Truck contractor Java File                Field Agent java File 

 

Figure: 3.1.1General Architecture of Cross Platforms (Revolution studio & NetBeans 

IDE) 
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3.2 Description of figure 3.2.1 (Architecture of First Price Sealed Bidding) 

According to figure the flow of work from BIOSIM simulation software to NetBeans IDE is 

show below. 

 Bidding technique is selected from BIOSIM GUI and passed through java server file. 

 Java server file contain socket programming read this input (bidding technique) and 

passed to Java Agent Development Environment’s main file that create plant agent, 

field agent, and number of truck contractor agents passed to respective java agents 

files. 

 Plant agent sense/ read the bidding technique and list down all necessary condition for 

bidding and announce the bidding. 

 Truck contractor agents receive bid advertisement and submit the bidding price after 

analyzing all necessary condition and availability of trucks in its pool to carry out that 

task. 

 Plant agent receive all bidding documents from all truck contractor agents  and select 

one winner truck on the basis of price and trucks avail in the pool of each truck 

contractor agent. 

 Sent message to field agent to start harvesting. 

 After receiving an acknowledgment message from field agent deploy the winner truck 

contractor agent to start harvesting. 

 Winner truck contractor agent starts harvesting. 

 When harvesting is finished filed agent show message harvesting has been finished 

and whole program is executed. 
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Architecture of BIOSIM Simulation Model 

 

 

Architecture of Java Server File 

Communication Bridge B/W Two Platforms 

 

Architecture of JADE NetBeans IDE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: 3.2.1 Architecture of First Price Sealed Bidding 

3.3 Description of figure: 3.3.1 (Architecture of Multi-Agent Duch Auction) 

 In this figure winner truck contractor (auctioneer) and participant truck contractor agent is show. 
 

Receive bidding 
technique and 

announce bidding 
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amount of 
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Main java File 

 Main java file is used to create all participant agents (plant, Field and Truck contractor 

agent) Using container controller class of Jade (Java agent development Environment) 
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Auction Competition B/W Auctioneer (Plant Agent) &  Bidder (Truck contractor Agents ) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 Architecture of Multi-Agent Duch Auction Competition Model:  [2] 

 

3.4 Description of figure: 3.4.1 (Architecture of Multi-Agent Duch Auction) 

 In this Multi-dimensional Duch auction architectural diagram the flow of work from BIOSIM 

simulation software to NetBeans IDE is show below. 

 Auction technique is selected from BIOSIM GUI and passed through java server file. 

 Java server file contain socket programming read this input (bidding technique) and 

passed to Java Agent Development Environment’s main file that create plant agent, 

field agent, and number of truck contractor agents passed to respective java agents 

files. 

 Plant agent sense/ read the Auction technique and list down all necessary condition for 

the execution of auction like terminating condition, how much price reduce in each 

announcement etc. 

 Truck contractor agents start announcing prices one and other and competition starts 

among them to win the auction. 

 In each round Plant agent check if the terminating condition met then it stop bidding 

and announce the name of winner contractor agent. 

 Sent message to field agent to start harvesting. 

 After receiving an acknowledgment message from field agent deploy the winner truck 

contractor agent to start harvesting. 

 Winner truck contractor agent starts harvesting. 

 When harvesting is finished filed agent show message harvesting has been finished 

and whole program is executed.  
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Figure 3.4.1 Architecture of Multi-Agent Duch Auction 
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3.5 Description of figure: 3.5.1 (Architecture of One-to-Many Monotonic Concession 

Protocol Negotiation Model) 

 The circle shows the negation area developed by winner truck contractor agent and 

participant truck contractor agent to reach an agreement. 

 The preferences of winner truck contractor agent and participated truck contractor 

agents are tagged with utility function. 

 Edges of circle where straight line cut show the negotiation limits of both parties and 

no one is ready to make any negotiation behind this area. 

 The size of negotiation area expanded by both parties when conflict occurs between 

them. 

 The blue arrow inside the circle shows that they are competing with each other for 

maximum utility. 

 The conflict occurs when both parties across the negotiation limit of each other. 

 In this situation they go back learn from conflict situation and come next time by 

expanding their negotiation volume. 

 

 

      Architecture of One-to-Many Monotonic Concession Protocol Negotiation Model 

  

 

Figure 3.5.1 Architecture of One-to-Many Concession Protocol Negotiation Model 
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Chapter 4  

 

Design and methodology of Runrev Revolution studio platform, Java server 

communication File and NetBeans IDE platform  

The overall design and methodology of proposed system is distributed on two platforms as 

well as a communication bridge java file between these two platforms. 

4.1 BIOSIM Graphical User Interface  

The graphical user interface of BIOSIM simulation software designed for proposed system 

with description is given below. 

4.1.1 Description of figure 4.1.2 (Graphical User Interface of BIOSIM Simulation 

Model) 

 

It is clear from the graphical user interface of BIOSIM simulation model that it has one plant, 

one field and number of trucks in the pool. Plant and field objects are connected together 

through road that is going from plant to field and then back from field object to plant object. 

On the left side of  GUI of BIOSIM the user select from the option menu the type of bidding 

techniques he/she wants to apply for bidding process. 

 The propose system has three main families of bidding listing below. 

 First Price sealed Bidding 

 Sub-contracting 

 Auction 

Another text field labeled with Truck contractor is an optional field facilitate the user to enter 

the number of truck contractor participating otherwise they are created randomly in the main 

file of NetBeans IDE platform.  
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Figure 4.1.2 Screen Shot of BIOSIM Graphical User interface 

4.2 Socket programming model 

Socket programming is used to develop the communication between these two platforms. All 

input parameters are passed from the graphical interface to the JADE plate form. The detail of 

socket programming model is explained below. The socket execution part on the JADE side is 

completed in the following steps below. 

Socket open 
The communication between these two platforms is established through unique server 

number. All input parameters are sent from the Runrev Revolution platform to the JADE 

platform with this unique server name. On the JADE side connection is open and input stream 

are saved in variables. 

Write socket 

When some input or output is sent from one platform to another platform it is first written by 

using following code. 

bufferedWriter.write (plant.RESPONBIDWINNER+ "need nine truck"); 

Read from socket 

The data is read from the socket and then it is used for different purpose.TCP/IP protocols are 

used for communication between them. 

Close socket 

When process is completed then connection is closed. 

Serversocket.close () 

Clientserver.close () 
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All inputs are travel between the platforms in string form rather than integer or any other 

form. So it is necessary to convert the input that has integer data back into integer form.  

4.3 Multi-Agent Systems Architecture 

The jade architecture comprises of following java files having different number of java agents 

varies corresponding to the task specification. 

 Main container files called Main.java 

 Server file called server.java 

 Field file called field.java 

 Plant file  called plant.java 

 Truck contractor file called truck.java 

All java files communicate each other, do negotiation, concession, argumentation through 

ACL Message communication language while their communication to the BIOSIM Runrev 

Revolution though java server java file. 

 

4.3.1 Complete Description of First Price Sealed Bidding 

 

The journey of First price sealed bidding starts from the BIOSIM simulation model 

(developed in Runrev Revolution studio), go to NetBeans IDE through socket programming 

selecting the winner bidder and doing harvesting. Following are the steps to accomplish the 

whole task. 

 Selection of bidding techniques 

User selects the First price sealed bidding techniques from the graphical user interface of 

BIOSIM application through option menu having following three techniques. 

 Sealed Bidding 

 Auction 

 Sub-contracting 

If necessary he/she can select amount of truck contractor participating in this bidding 

techniques and then sent to NetBeans IDE platform through socket programming. 

 Sending parameters to other Platform through Socket Programming 

As the BIOSIM is developed in Revolution studio having scripting language. So these input 

parameters are passed to other platform using BIOSIM socket programming model explain in 

4.2 section in detail. 

 Script code used to Sent input Parameter from BIOSIM to Intermediate Server File 

 The script used to write the text field and select the bidding technique is given below. 
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The first line of above script put the label of selected bidding technique into the object of 

option menu and in the second line the script writes that label and it return to the object of 

socket tsocket.  

 

 
The first line of above script write the number of truck entered in the truck contractor text 

field and returns it to the object of socket tSocket. In the second line empty the text field so 

that it will be used for next time. 

 

Receiving input Parameter at Intermediate java Server File  

The inputs are received at the java server file (acts as intermediate file between two platforms) 

in the following principle steps. 

 Connection is established with Revolution Studio platform that is clearly explain prior 

section of socket programming model. 

 Input data is read with java server file as follow. 

 

 

 
 

 The above snap shot has following key operations. 

 Check the port number that was used in revolution studio platform i.e. (54322) 

through the object of server socket class. 

 An object of client socket is created named clientsocket. 

 Assign this object of clientsocket the connection of serversocket by calling its method 

accept() through its object. 

 An object of BufferedReader (bufferedReader) is initialized with this connection. 

 Inputs are read through this connection and save in the object of string. 

Sending input Parameter at Intermediate java Server File to NetBeans IDE java Files 
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All the inputs are passed to the NetBeans IDE using global variable of java files inside the 

NetBeans IDE. The code is given below. 

 
The Bmethod public variable that is defined inside the plant java file of NetBeans IDE and 

also in this java server file so in this way we can access all the input parameters from java 

server intermediate file to any agent java file inside the NetBeans. This variable is assigned 

the value saved in msg2 sting variable. The same procedure is used to receive the value 

through variable back to this java server file and sent back to BIOSIM application. 

4.4 Parameter for Announcing Bidding 

Following entities are mentioned by the plant agent while advertising bid announcement. 

Amount of Raw material to Harvest 

The plant agent specify the amount of raw material (in ton) to harvest from field to plant. It 

varies every time when bidding is conducted. It depends on the nature of the plant how much 

it specifies the amount to harvest.  

 

Price in Dollar to Harvest Raw material   

The plant agent specify the total price in dollar in order to harvest the total amount of 

specified raw material (in ton) to harvest from field to plant. The price of raw material varies 

with respect to the amount of raw material to harvest. 

Time to Finish the Harvesting 

The time requires to finish the task depends on the amount of material to harvest. The time 

span varies with respect to the amount of raw material to harvest and the demand of plant to 

finish the task. 

Distance between Plant and Field Agent 

The distance between pant and field agent play key role for the truck contractor agent to make 

decision about the propose price submitted for bidding and it has great influence on the 

selection of price for harvesting. The distance is shown in kilometers. 

4.5 Truck Contractor Participation in Bidding Process (First Price Sealed Bidding) 

All interested truck contractor agent participate in First Price sealed bidding and submit 

bidding price and availability of trucks in pool after having follow comparison and discussion. 

Truck contractor agent compare  announced price for harvesting with respect to  Harvesting 

material, time to finished the task,  distance B/W plant and field , Available trucks in the pool 

and then it submit bidding price that is almost approaching the announced  harvesting price 

and feasible for truck contractor agents. Similarly it also checks all other requirement and 

condition that have to follow through the harvesting process.  
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How It Submit Bidding Price and Trucks Availability: 

 Truck contractor submit the price and availability of trucks in pool to the plant agent, in reply 

to the plant bidding message template with ACL message perforamtive and plant agent 

receive the truck contractor agent message corresponding to the last template message of 

bidding announcement. Different techniques are use in the proposed system for sending ACL 

message. All contractors submit the sealed prices with trucks availability in the pools using 

the aforementioned procedure. 

 

4.5.1 Selection Criteria for Winner Truck Contractor Agent 

The selection criteria adopted by the plant agent to select the winner truck contractor after 

comparing different features of all participant truck contractors is preceded in following steps. 

 Plant agent store the features of each truck contractor agent in list 

 Plant agent compare features of new truck contractor agent with previous one and 

select best one. 

 Selection is proceeded by number of AND, OR gates and logical if-else statements. 

 Each feature of new truck contractor agent is compared with previous one through 

these checks and finally selected one truck contractor agent. 

 Winner truck contractor agent list is updated every time when new truck contractor 

agent arrives. 

 Plant agent announce winner truck contractor agent name from the winner truck 

contractor agent last updated list when no more contractor agents are interested to 

participate in bidding process. 

 

4.5.2 How Plant Award the contract To Single Contractor in First Price Sealed-bidding 

Plant Agent do following steps to Award contract to one Truck contractor Agent. 

 Store the submitted value of each contractor agent in list. 

 Store the availability of each truck contractor agent in another list with corresponding 

index of truck contractor. 

 Every time plant agent compare  the price  and availability of currently submitted 

truck contractor agent  with all the truck contractor agent that already submitted and 

select the winner contractor with respect to price and its availability . 

 Every time the plant agent may update the winner truck contractor when every new 

truck contractor submits its bidding price and trucks availability in pool. The process 

continues until all interested contractor submitted the bidding. 

 At the end plant agent declare one truck contractor as a winner bidder that has price 

and availability optimum with respect to all other participated truck contractor. 
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4.5.3 Plant Agent Coordination with Field Agent to Start Harvesting 

When bidding process is complete and winner truck contractor is selected by the plant agent 

on the basis of price as well as the availability of trucks in its pool. In the next step plant agent 

do coordination with field agent sent him an acknowledgement message through ACL 

Message let to know its availability and readiness to start harvesting. After receiving an 

acknowledgement message from field agent it direct the winner truck contractor to start 

harvesting and this process continue until all specified raw material has been harvested. 

4.6 Description of First Price Sealed bidding when work is awarded to more than one 

truck one contractor 

To assign work to more than one contractor is made by tuck contractor agent run time on the 

basis of availability of time to finish the task and total amount of raw material to harvest. 

If the amount of material is much more than the time available to finish this task, in this 

situation plant agent award work to more than one truck contractor agents, develop 

communication with field agent and direct the selected truck contractor to start harvesting. 

This procedure is same as explain in section [4.3.1]. 

4.7 Description of Sub-contacting done by Plant Agent 

Sub-contract bidding complete in following two main stages. 

 Selection of winner contractor by plant Agent on the basis of price and trucks 

availability in its pools. 

 Bidding conduct by the winner truck contactor agent. 

 

 Selection of winner truck contractor Agent 

The procedure for selection of winner tuck contractor is same as described in the section 

[4.3.1] of First Price sealed-bid contracting. 

 

4.7.1 Bidding Conducted by The Winner Truck Contactor Agent to sublet the work 

The winner truck contractor agent again conducts bidding by keeping some 

margin/commission and sublet the work to other contractor (criteria is made price and 

availability of trucks in pool) through negotiation, concession and argumentation so that an 

agreement is made between winner truck contractor agent and any participant tuck contractor 

agent. In order to develop better negotiation among agents one-to-many Monotonic 

concession protocol is used to select truck contractor agent for harvesting. Monotonic 

concession protocols (one to many) is explain in detail below. 

 

According to figure 4.7.2 it is clear that in monotonic concession protocol both parties (here 

winner tuck contractor agent and participant truck contractor agent) come down do 

negotiation in order to reach an agreement. 
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Principle Steps in one to many Monotonic Concession Protocols 

 Following are some principle step that is followed by agent during negotiation. 

 Winner truck contractor agent bound its preference through utility function and map it 

worst possible negotiation with an upper limit of utility function. It means that the 

winner truck contractor agent will not accept any participant truck contractor agent 

proposal that exceed its limit. This region is known as conflict area for winner truck 

contractor agent. 

 The winner truck contractor agent start its negotiation from this upper limit and try to 

move in the opposition direction of truck contractor agent’s movement in order to 

maximize its utility function (that lead to increase its profit, is clear from green arrow 

in the snap). 

 Truck contractor agents start their negotiation by mapping their preferences with 

utility function through the same procedure as followed by winner truck contractor 

agent but opposite in direction. 

 Participant truck contractor agents start their negotiation from their lower limit of 

utility and try to maximize its profit in the opposite direction of winner truck 

contractor agent. 

 The movement of both parties shown by green arrow in opposite direction. 

 It will be clearer in the chapter [5]. 

 

 Criteria for Applying one-to-many Monotonic Concession Protocols 

 Each interested Truck contractor agent and winner Truck contactor submit 

their proposal. 

 An agreement is made under two condition 

 If the proposal made by any truck contractor agent (TC)  is at least as good as 

proposal made by the winner truck contractor agent (WTC) own proposal or 

the proposal made by Winner truck contractor agent is at least as good as the 

proposal made by any truck contractor agent itself.  

 Secondly if the proposal made by at least one truck contractor agent is not 

good as the winner truck contractor agent’s (conducting bidding) own proposal 

then winner truck contractor agent  check whether the proposal made by the 

truck contractors are lie in the range of  its utility function if yes then 

negotiation is possible.   

 If no agreement is made than go to next round and repeat the aforementioned 

steps. 

 So in this way one truck contractor is selected and bid is awarded to him. 

 If there no negotiation is made in the specified rounds then process is exit. 

 When Conflict Occur? 
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During the course of negotiation conflict occur when the proposals of truck contractor agents 

cross the upper utility limit of Winner truck contractor agent and the winner truck contract 

agent’s proposal lie below the limit of truck contractor agent’s utility function. 

Learning from Conflicting Situation and Expansion of Negotiation Area 

When conflict occurs then winner truck contractor agent and truck contractor agents go to 

another round learn from conflicting situation expend their negotiation volume and come with 

new proposal in order to reach an agreement [clear in chapter 5]. 

It very interesting to see the learning, autonomous, pro-active and rational nature of agent 

during the whole course of negotiation till to reach an agreement or specified number of 

rounds is over. 

 

 
Figure 4.7.2 Screen shot of one-to-many Monotonic Concession Protocols Negotiation 

Area 

 

4.8  Discussion of Multi-Dimensional Duch Auction 

 

Multi-Dimensional Duch Auction Protocols (How each truck contractor make legal 

announcement) 

 Initially all truck contractor agent are active. 

 Plant agent Announce auction starting price. 

 The decrement is fixed. 

 At each stage of bidding auctioneer calls out price –fixed decrement. 

 Agents announce price to show their willingness to win bid. 
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 Auctioneer post the summary of posted price by agent so that agents could 

make new proposal after viewing summary. 

 (In descending auction)Every new proposal should be less value than 

posted by last agent. 

 Every agent has chance to repost/resubmit its new proposal to win the bid. 

 

 Terminating conditions: 

 There is no any hard and fast rules to terminate the auction it depend on 

auctioneer but in our case two condition for termination of auction. 

 If the number of round is over. 

 If the minimal price is reached (minimum price required to accomplish the 

task). 

 

When the auction start interested tuck contractor agent start announcing bidding prices after 

evaluating all the features like harvesting amount, time as described in detail in chapter [2]. 

This process continues until any termination is met. The plant agent governs all auction 

activities like displaying the summary after each announcement, check the termination 

conditions and stop auction when any criteria is met. The detail of auction will clear from 

table in chapter [5]. 

 

4.9 Exception Handling  

Exception handling is to elaborate the agent so that it could be able to cope all exceptions that 

might face during execution process. 

In plant agent java file when plant agent trying to search the total number of truck contractor 

agents then that portion of code is written in try block so that if any exception raised like plant 

agent could not found any truck contractor agent then control is transfer to catch block and 

immediately display message that no truck contractor agent found. So in this way it is easy for 

the developer to fix the error at proper location rather than checking whole code. Similarly  

the exception may  raised when truck contractor agents could not found the  plant agent in 

order to submit the bidding document for participation in bidding process, in this situation an 

exception raised and display message no plant agent found . It means the plant agent file is 

not present or not working properly. Similarly all other agent files are also elaborated with 

exception code so that exception could be handled properly. 

4.9.1 Exception handling in Java files  

All java files like plant agent, filed agent, truck contractor agent has been properly elaborated 

with exception handling code and fully equipped how to catch the exception and how to find 

the alternative solution. 
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4.9.2 Exception in Multi-dimensional Duch auction 

In Duch auction any participant may submit price that is greater than  previously submitted 

price (in descending order auction) so in this situation the plant agent delete that auction price 

and continue with other truck contractor agent auction prices that come with descending 

order. 

 

4.9.3 Exception during the connection between platforms  

When sever file (act as communication bridge between two platforms)  develop connection 

with BIOSIM simulation model and if the input data  that coming from that platform is not 

received then and exception raised at that movement and display message that  no data is 

received. In order to handle this situation again values are sent from the BIOSIM platform to 

sever file. Similarly same procedure used by server file when server develops communication 

with NetBeans IDE platform. 

 

The overall proper elaboration of different file of code with exception handling made the 

simulation model robust to develop capability how to handle and work in different situation 

and how to trigger message in a proper format so that it is easily understand able and could be 

sort out exceptions properly. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Results and Analysis 

 
This chapter deals with all possible results of different simulations obtained through the 

coordination of both platforms. In simulation model each bidding and harvesting technique is 

explain in detail after capturing output results in table and then explains their analysis.  The 

process start from BIOSIM simulation model, an intelligent and rational decision for each 

bidding technique is taken through the coordination of plant agent, truck contractor agents and 

field agent with in the Java agent development environment (jade) on NetBeans IDE. 

5.1 Implementation of BIOSIM 

The implementation process on BIOSIM graphical engine starts when user selects the bidding 

technique from the option menu. The detail of script code for sending input to NetBeans IDE 

already explained in section [4.3.1]. 

5.2 Implementation of Socket Programming on BIOSIM  

In order to develop Communication Bridge between BIOSIM and JADE platform for the 

distribution of total computation and develop intelligence socket programming has been used 

to accomplish this task. Socket programming first develop connection with BIOSIM 

simulation model and then with JADE platform. With BIOSIM platform socket programming 

has following principle steps. 

 

local pResult, tSocket, tProcess 

 

 put "java  JRSocket 54322 10000" into tProcess 

 

  open process tProcess for neither 

   

  put ("localhost:54322") into tSocket 

 

 First defined some variables used during the process of establishing connection 

between platforms. Open the connection with keyword “process” and put the localhost 

into tsocket.  
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 As connection is ready to establish, in the next step system read the input from the 

input text box and put it into socket. The code used to read inputs from the text box 

and write into socket is given below. 

write field "truck" & return to socket tSocket 

The write keyword of Runrev Revolution studio write the entered data in the text field 

into the field (object) and in the next stage return keyword return it into socket so that 

it will be able to transfer to the JADE platform for further processing. Now this input 

data is ready to send via socket programming to the JADE platform. 

Receiver code 

  read from socket tSocket until return 

The keyword “read” is used to read the result from socket sent by the jade platform to start 

harvesting process until all data is to be read. 

 

5.2.1 Implementation of socket Programming on java server file 
 

As the communication between two platforms taken place through java server file through 

socket programming so firstly BIOSIM develop communication with java server files and 

receive all the input parameters and also convert them into the appropriate data type if needed. 

These inputs are now ready to pass to JADE platform so that the bidding as well as other 

necessary process started. 

When connection is developed successfully through this server file, inputs are received and 

saved against the defined variable. Some input are convert from string to integer like number 

of contractor participated, amount of raw material to harvest etc. 

5.3 Algorithm for Socket Programming 

1. Firstly define the IP/ localhost and also port number for JADE server  

2. Create transportation  control protocol socket 

3. Bind the server socket to server IP and port (the point on which the client will 

connect) 

4. Accept the connection from “BIOSIM” simulation model 

5. Send and receive parameters from “BIOSIM” simulation model 

6. continue Process to receive all the input  strings and also return the resultant strings 

7. Repeat step 6 until all the strings are completed 

8. Close the connection when process is completed 
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5.4 Different Simulation models (Bidding & Harvesting)’s Results and Analysis. 

During the each phase of bidding and harvesting process it is very interesting to see how 

agent behave like autonomous, reactive, pro-active, social behavior, taking the initiative, 

structuring the problem, line up necessary agents at their respective position in specific time 

and attempting to achieve an agreement. The learning behavior of agents from conflict 

situation will be clearly seen in sub-contracting conflicting situation in coming phase. 

 

Table: 5.5 First Price Sealed Bidding (when contract Awarded to single contractor) 

 

Simulation Result of First Price Sealed Bidding (Awarded to Single Contractor) 

Bidding Announcement 

Harvesting 

amount in Tons 

Bidding Price Harvesting Time 

in Hrs. 

Distance in KM Harvesting 

Method 

49 490 8 10 Single contractor 

Contractor Participation  

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor03 481 5 

Contractor06 484 4 

Contractor04 484 7 

Contractor08 485 4 

Contractor02 481 7 

Contractor05 490 4 

Contractor07 484 7 

Contractor01 487 6 

Winner Truck   

Contractor02 481 7 

 

5.5.1 Description of Table: 5.5 First Price Sealed bidding (when contract awarded to 

single contractor) 

Analysis:  

According to simulation result presented in table 5.5 it is clear that the plant agent selects the 

winner truck contractor after analyzing prices and availability of trucks in the pool of truck 

contractor agents and then make one balance decision. The selection criteria is follow by 

AND and OR gates as well as number of different if-else check to select winner contractor 

that is optimum with respect to all other contractors. According to 5.5 table result the plant 
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agent select the Truck contractor number two having price 481 and availability of truck in 

pool is 07 that seems best possible selection. 

Harvesting process 

In the second phase plant agent conduct harvesting in the following steps. 

 Search the field agent and sent request whether it is ready for harvesting.  

 Field agent sent acknowledgment message that it is ready. 

 Plant agent sent the winner truck contractor and total amount of material to harvest. 

 Truck contractor agent starts harvesting. 

 Truck capacity to load raw material is 10 tons(it vary with respect to total raw material 

to harvest as well as number of trucks available in pool). 

 After each round the harvested material goes on increasing and this process continue 

until all material is harvested. 

 According to table 5.5 the harvesting material was 49 tons so one truck finished it in 

five rounds. 

 When it is completed field agent display message “harvesting has been completed”. 

 

 

Table 5.6 First Price Sealed Bidding when More than one Truck contractors involved 

 

Simulation Result of First Price Sealed Bidding (Awarded to More than one Contractors) 

Bidding Announcement 

Harvesting 

amount in 

Tons 

Bidding Price Harvesting 

Time  

in Hrs. 

Distance 

 in KM 

Harvesting 

Method 

Category 

159 1590 4 10 Sealed Bidding More than one 

contractor 

Contractor Participation  

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor03 1585 7 

Contractor04 1582 6 

Contractor08 1587 7 

Contractor01 1589 6 

Contractor05 1588 8 

Contractor07 1582 8 

Contractor02 1590 5 

Contractor06 1587 4 

Winner Truck contractor selection 

Contractor04 1582 6 

Contractor07 1582 8 

Contractor03 1585 7 
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5.6.1 Description of table 5.6 (First price sealed bidding when plant agent Award work 

to more than one truck contractor agents.) 

Analysis: 

According to table 

Total raw material to harvest=159 tons 

Time=4 hrs 

Price of harvesting=1590$ 

Total truck contractor participate=08 (clear from table) 

The selection of one truck contractor or more than one truck contractor is made my plant 

agent at run time  because the harvesting material is more and it is not possible for single 

truck contractor to harvest in due time period so plant agent select more than one truck 

contractor agents for harvesting. 

Now the plant agent select top three truck contractor to award work after comparing the price 

and availability of trucks in the pool of each truck contractor agent. It is clear from the table 

that contractor agents having least prices are selected by plant agent and award work to them. 

 

 Harvesting process 

In the second phase plant agent conduct harvesting in the following steps. 

 Search the field agent and sent message to winner truck contractor agents whether they 

are ready for harvesting.  

 Winner truck contractor agents  sent  acknowledgment message ( ready for harvesting) 

 Plant agent sent the selected three truck contractors and total amount of raw material 

to field agent to start harvesting. 

 Truck Contractor agents start harvesting 

 Truck capacity to load raw material is 05 tons (it vary with amount of raw material) 

 From the table it is clear that after each round the harvested material goes on 

increasing by 15 tons clearly that three trucks are harvesting the raw material and this 

process continue until all material is harvested. 

 As the harvesting material was 159 tons (approx. 160 tons) so three trucks finished it 

in eleven rounds. 

 When it is complete field agent display message “harvesting has been completed”. 
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Table 5.7: Sub-contract Bidding Through Monotonic concession protocols (Negotiation 

is done through utility function utilization By winner Truck contractor agent) 

Phase: I                       Contract Bidding By Plant Agent 

Bidding Announcement 

Harvesting 

amount in 

Tons 

Bidding Price Harvesting 

Time  

in Hrs. 

Distance 

 in KM 

Harvesting Method 

130 1300 7 10 Sub-contracting 

Contractor Participation  

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor :06 1297 7 

Contractor :08 1292 8 

Contractor: 01 1295 7 

Contractor: 04 1293 6 

Contractor: 07 1298 8 

Contractor: 05 1294 8 

Contractor: 02 1296 5 

Contractor: 09 1293 4 

Contractor: 03 1292 4 

Winner Truck contractor selection 

Contractor08 1292 8 

Phase: I  Sub-contracting done by Winner truck contractor agent Through Monotonic 

concession protocols (One-to-Many) 

Truck contractor agents’ Lower Negotiation Limit:1286 

Winner Truck contractor agent’s upper Negotiation Limit:1289 

Negotiation volume:03 

Winner truck contractor agent proposal:1286 

Truck Contractor agents’s Proposal 

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor:03 1289 7 

Contractor:02 1288 6 

Contractor:04 1289 7 

Contractor:07 1287 7 

Contractor:08 1289 8 

Contractor:01 1292 8 

Contractor:09 1290 5 

Contractor:05 1288 4 
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Truck contractor agent under agreement list (below upper negotiation limit of W.T.C) 

Contractor: 02 1288 6 

Contractor: 07 1287 7 

Contractor: 05 1288 4 

Selection of best contractor From Agreement list 

Contractor: 07 1587 7 

 

5.7.1 Description of Table 5.7 (Sub-contract Bidding Through Monotonic concession 

protocols (Negotiation is done through utility function utilization By winner Truck 

contractor agent)) 

Analysis: 

According to table 

The result  has two phase, in phase one plant agent conduct sealed bidding and select one 

winner truck on the basis on prices as well availability as you can see from table 5.7 that plant 

agent selects truck contractor eight having price 1292$ with its maximum number of truck 

available in its pool. In the second phase the winner truck contractor conduct bidding using 

monotonic concession protocols (one-to-many), develop negotiation to make an agreement. 

The winner truck contractor tag its preference with utility function and also bound it with 

upper limit before entering in the negotiation game similarly the truck contractor agents 

tag/map their preference with utility function and comes up with lower limit of negotiation 

before entering in Negotiation game. 

So the plant agent cannot go back and do negotiation behind the defined negotiation limit 

similarly truck contractor agent cannot do any negotiation behind the defined lower limit.  

Winner truck contractor information: (From table 5.7) 

Bid winning Price=1292$            (Announcement Bidding with this price) 

Upper limit of its utilization function=1289$ 

Proposal submitted by Winner truck contractor Agent=1286$ 

Truck contractor Agents information: (From table) 

Lower limit of utilization function=1286$ 

From the table (winner truck contractor point of view) the proposal submitted by truck 

contractor agents are not good as its own proposal. As the proposal of winner truck contractor 

agent is 1286$ and no truck contractor proposal lie below and equal to this price. 

In this situation winner truck contractor agent do negotiation in two steps. 

 Select the list of all those contractor agents that lie below its defined range of 

negotiation. 

 Select one truck contractor agent that maximizes its utility function. 

 From the table it is clear that it select the truck contractor seven having price 1287$ 

rather than other truck contractor agents having prices 1288$.  
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So in this way the probability of negotiation increases rather than going back learns from 

experience, expand the negotiation area and come up with new bidding prices. 

 

Table 5.8 Sub-Contracting Through Monotonic concession Protocols one-to-many 

(Conflicting Situation & Again Negotiation after Learning from Conflict Situation) 

 

Phase: I  Contract Bidding By Plant Agent  ( Conflicting situation and agent learning ) 

Truck contractor agents’ Lower Negotiation Limit:268$ 

Winner Truck contractor agent’s upper Negotiation Limit:268$ 

Negotiation volume: 0 

As negotiation volume is zero hence conflict occur and goes for next round of negotiation 

Negotiation limits and volume after learning from conflict situation 

Truck contractor agents’ Lower Negotiation Limit:270$ 

Winner Truck contractor agent’s upper Negotiation Limit:265$ 

Negotiation volume: 05$ 

Truck contractor Agents’s proposal:1269$ 

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor:08 1271 5 

Contractor:03 1266 8 

Contractor:09 1270 4 

Contractor:01 1268 8 

Contractor:07 1272 5 

Contractor:04 1266 7 

Contractor:02 1268 8 

Truck contractor agent under agreement list (below its own proposal ) 

Contractor: 03 1266 8 

Contractor: 01 1268 8 

Contractor: 04 1266 7 

Contractor: 02 1268 8 

Selection of best contractor From Agreement list  

Contractor: 03 1266 8 

5.8.1 Description of Table 5.8 (Sub-Contracting Through Monotonic concession 

Protocols one-to-many (Conflicting Situation & Again Negotiation After Learning from 

Conflict Situation)) 

Analysis of simulation results 

When Conflict Occur? 

During the course of negotiation conflict occur when the proposals of truck contractor 

agents cross the upper utility limit of Winner truck contractor agent or the winner truck 
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contractor agent proposal lie below the limit of truck contractor agents utility function. 

From table 5.8.1 the negotiation area (volume) between two parties is zero. 

How to Solve Conflict 

 So in this situation truck contractor agents and plant learn from the conflicting situation go 

back come in next round by expanding their negotiation limit. It is clear from table 5.8 that 

the negotiation area (volume) between winner truck contractor and participated truck 

contractor raised from zero to five and finally they are able to make negotiation. 

It is very interesting to see the autonomous, active and reactive behavior of agent to start work 

how agents interact the environment and then react with it, develop communication, compete 

each other learn from experience especially Auction looks interesting Game when 

competition starts among the truck contractor agents to win the auction and intelligent 

governance behavior of Plant agent to handle all auction process. 

 

Table 5.9 Sub-contract Bidding Through Monotonic concession protocols one-to many 

(Through Negotiation and Concession) Result 

Phase: I                       Contract Bidding By Plant Agent 

Bidding Announcement 

Harvesting 

amount in 

Tons 

Bidding Price Harvesting 

Time  

in Hrs. 

Distance 

 in KM 

Harvesting 

Method 

Category 

157 1570 5 10 Sub-contracting  

Contractor Participation  

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor :06 1561 4 

Contractor :08 1570 6 

Contractor: 01 1569 5 

Contractor: 03 1565 5 

Contractor: 05 1564 6 

Contractor: 02 1564 4 

Contractor: 07 1562 8 

Contractor: 04 1569 5 

Winner Truck contractor selection 

Contractor:07 1562 8 

Phase: I  Sub-contracting done by Winner truck contractor agent Through Monotonic 

concession protocols (One-to-Many) 

Winner truck contractor Announcement  for Bidding 

Truck contractor agents’ Lower Negotiation Limit:1555 

Winner Truck contractor agent’s upper Negotiation Limit:1558 

Negotiation volume:03 
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Winner truck contractor agent proposal:1556 

Truck Contractor agents’s Proposal 

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor:05 1555 6 

Contractor:08 1561 6 

Contractor:04 1558 5 

Contractor:02 1557 5 

Contractor:01 1560 6 

Contractor:06 1560 4 

Contractor:07 1258 8 

Truck contractor agent under agreement list (lie below W.T.C agent) 

Contractor: 05 1555 6 

Selection of best contractor  

Contractor: 05 1555 6 

 

5.9.1 Description of Table 5.9 (Sub-contract Bidding Through Monotonic concession 

protocols one-to many (Through Negotiation and Concession)) 

Analysis: 

According to table result, 

It  has two phase, in phase one plant agent conduct sealed bidding and select one winner truck 

on the basis on prices as well availability as you can see from table 5.9 that plant agent selects 

truck contractor seven having price 1562$ with its maximum number of trucks available in its 

pool. In the second phase the winner truck contractor conduct bidding using monotonic 

concession protocols (one-to-many), develop negotiation and make an agreement. 

The winner truck contractor tag its preference with utility function and also bound it with 

upper limit before entering in the negotiation game similarly the truck contractor agents 

tag/map their preference with utility function and comes up with lower limit of negotiation 

before entering in Negotiation game. 

So the plant agent cannot go back and do negotiation behind the defined negotiation limit 

similarly truck contractor agent cannot do any negotiation behind the defined lower limit.  

Winner truck contractor Agent information: (From table) 

Bid winning Price=1562$            (Announcement Bidding with this price) 

Upper limit of its utilization function=1558$ 

Proposal submitted by Winner truck contractor Agent=1556$ 

Truck contractor Agents information: (From table) 

Lower limit of utilization function=1555$ 

From the ref. table (winner truck contractor point of view) the proposal submitted by 

following truck contractor agents 5 having prices 1555$ is as good as winner truck contractor 

own proposal because the winner truck propose the biding price 1556$. 
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So the plant agent selected this tuck contractor five and sent him to start harvesting and it will 

also follow same procedure as it has been explained in other harvesting phases..  
 

Table: 5.10 Multi-Dimensional Duch Auction Result  
 

Auction Bidding conducted  By Plant Agent 

Auction Announcement 

Harvesting 

amount in 

Tons 

Bidding Price 

In Dollar 

Harvesting 

Time  

in Hrs. 

Distance 

 in KM 

Harvesting Method 

38 380 8 10 Auction 

Auction start and following contractor participated 

Contractor Name Price  Available Trucks in pool 

Contractor :03 370 6 

Contractor :08 360 4 

Contractor: 06 350 5 

Contractor : 08 (again 

participated) 

340 4 

Contractor : 06 (again 

participated) 

330 5 

Contractor : 08 (again 

participated) 

320 4 

Contractor: 02 310 5 

Contractor : 06 (again 

participated) 

300 4 

Contractor: 01 290 5 

Specified rounds over 

Auction Winner Truck contractor  

Contractor: 01 290 5 

 

5.10.1 Description of Table 5.10 (Multi-Dimensionl Duch Auction) 

Analysis of Duch Auction 

According to table 

Total raw material to harvest=38 tons 

Initial Price to start auction=380$ (specified by Auctioneer, plant agent) 

Total number of round=10 (auction terminate) 
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The truck contractor agent start announcing bidding prices and each new truck contractor 

agent come with lesser price. From the ref. table it is clear and looks very interesting to see 

how plant agents are competing with each to win the bid. 

From the table (5.10) it is clear that bidding start at 370 $ and end at 290$ that is won by truck 

contractor agent one. It is also clear that truck contractor agent eight and six were much 

interesting and competing again and again in the early stages of auction but later on truck 

contractor agent one win the bid. 

5.11 Comparison of Proposed simulation model with existing simulation model 

After implementing and analysis different cases of simulation model of proposed system and 

comparing it with existing BIOSIM simulation software (developed in Runrev Revolution) 

with cogitation and intelligence point of view it looks that existing BIOSIM simulation 

software is at its infant stage having lack of intelligence in its object (plant, field) and also 

lack of autonomous, rational and learning behavior. Following deficiencies are listed below 

that must a BIOSIM Simulation model has to accomplish harvesting task efficiently. 

 There is no contract Bidding conducted by plant  

 There is no categories/type of bidding conducted by plant 

 Plant has no capability to communicate with truck contractor  

 Lack of strategy to increase or decrease the number of trucks corresponding to amount 

of material to harvest 

 No criteria to stop the trucks after finishing the job (harvesting raw material) etc. 

 Plant has no criteria to inform the trucks about the completion time of this specific 

task 

So in order to put down all aforementioned deficiencies in the BIOSIM simulation model and 

make an intelligent system that reflect/cope bidding and harvesting (sealed bidding, auction 

etc.) done by  human being, the proposed system clearly answer all these questions and 

improve deficiencies through multi-agents system on cross platform .  
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusions and Future work 

6.1 Conclusion  

My conclusion about the proposed system is an evaluation, optimization and maturation of 

my rational touch and intellectual perception about existing systems (not intelligent) in 

professional way and eagerness to find out the intelligent behavior and rational decisions in 

existing simulation models in this field. Also try to find out how to replace and restructure the 

existing Simulation Model with an intelligent and rational decision maker system through an 

intelligent behavior and distributed way. 

 

After implementing (equipping the actors (objects) of Harvesting simulation model with agent 

intelligence) all the scenario of proposed system (one case of Harvesting simulation model) 

expose an ideas how to replace the formal technologies (static nature of simulation models)  

with an imagination of intelligence behavior through distributed knowledge and platforms as 

well as other intelligence and rational techniques. The utilization of cross platforms and 

implementing and testing different simulating techniques through java agent development 

environment (NetBeans IDE) platform show how agents rationally and autonomously interact 

with each other to provide an optimal solution as well as the reduction of domains complexity 

through distributed platforms. Agent coordination, competition, concession and negotiation 

with each other show an artificial intelligence environment that is the demand and reflection 

of degree title.  

6.2 Futurer work 

 Development of an intelligent library (rich wealth of all Negotiation Protocols like 

monotonic concession protocol,  argumentation etc.) and incorporating it to existing 

environment (NetBeans IDE) and other platforms in order to optimize and equipped 

them with rational and an intelligent behavior. In this way the applications and 

different logistic simulation model development in these environments are also 

intelligent and rational in decision making.   

 Design a Training Template Model for Agents with different profession (cope human 

profession) before using them to achieve any particular task. 

 Designing Graphical User interface (GUI) for Harvesting Simulation Model in 

Revolution Studio that support the creation of more than one plant, field and truck 
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objects at runtime so that Harvesting and Bidding simulation can be shown back on 

the GUI after selecting the Winner contractor agent. 
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